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North Curl Curl SLSC Objectives 

The objectives of the Club shall be to: 

1. Study and practice methods of Life Saving;  

2. Minimise the loss of life by applying effective lifesaving skills and beach patrol services;  

3. Promote, demonstrate and arrange instruction in the principles that underlie the skills of surf lifesaving and to  

generally further the best interests of Life Saving;  

4. Assist the Council’s Professional Lifeguard in his/her duty and by, via the Club’s beach patrols, render all  

appropriate assistance to those in distress;  

5. Encourage and promote the physical and social welfare of its members;  

6. Promote a professional and friendly image and act in a courteous and professional manner at all times;  

7. Develop and educate Junior Activities Members in the skills of surf lifesaving and to promote their progression  

and integration to the senior ranks of the Club;  

8. Support the Board in its actions in promoting the Club and surf lifesaving.  



Surf Life Saving  

Sydney Northern Beaches  

Key Partners 

Proud Supporters of North Curl Curl SLSC 
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AGENDA 

All Members and Visitors to sign the Attendance Book 

 

 - Apologies and Proxies 

 - Confirmation and Adoption of Minutes: 2018 AGM 

 - Presentation of Annual Report 

 - Presentation and Adoption of Financial Statements for 

   Year Ended 30 April 2019 

 - Motion to Affiliate with SLSSNB (Branch)  

 - Club Awards 

 - Determination of Annual Fees 

 - Notices of Motion 

 - Election of 2019/2020 President, Directors and Office Bearers 

 - Election of Life Member Award Committee 

 - Election of Honorary Members 

 - Adoption of By-Laws 

 - General Business  

For and on Behalf of the Board of Directors, Delegates and Club Officers. 

 

Mick Crews 

Director of Administration 

Notice is hereby given that the  

THE NINETY SEVENTH 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

of the North Curl Curl SLSC will be held at  

the North Curl Curl Surf Life Saving Club  

at Huston Parade, North Curl Curl Beach 

on Sunday 4th August, 2019 at 10am 

Position Attendance 
Apology/ 

Absent 

President  10 1 

Director of Surf Life Saving  11 0 

Director of Education  10 1 

*Director of Administration 7 1 

Director of Finance  9 2 

Director of Surf Sports  9 2 

Director of Junior Activities  10 1 

Director of Marketing   3 8 

Director Member Services 4 7 

*Director of Youth  6 1 

97th ANNUAL REPORT 
 

To the Members of  

North Curl Curl Surf Life Saving Club Inc., 

Mick Crews 

Director of Administration 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING ATTENDANCE 

There were Twelve Board of Directors Meetings.  

Attendances are presented as follows: 

REMEMBERENCE 

Our deepest sympathy to members, relatives 

and friends who have suffered bereavement 

or illness during the past season and we trust 

the support and friendship of North Curl Curl 

Surf Life Saving Club is of comfort during your 

hard and troubled moments. 

Director of Admin appointed November 2018 

Director of Youth appointed December 2018 
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What a great season for North Curl Curl Surf Life Saving Club across every 

field. Everyone involved should be proud of what we have achieved.  

Upon reading all the Directors Reports it is apparent that not only have 

we just completed a successful season, but the years ahead are full of 

more promise and great potential.  

I would particularly like to thank all our patrolling members for giving up 

their time for our community.  Let’s face it, without our patrols our entire 

club collapses. Special mention goes to Alex Wye (Wiz) for his  

outstanding dedication and organization, no stone goes unturned. He is 

well assisted by our Patrol Captains, whose leadership ensures the public 

are well protected whenever the red and yellows are flying. 

Through the Surf Life Saving movement most of us have successfully  

completed our Bronze Medallions or similar qualifications.  At North Curly 

we have a very dedicated team of trainers led by Natasha Spencer. 

These qualifications are useful in our daily lives and you never know when 

you may need them.  This was evident when one of our members, Matt 

Savage, was involved in the rescue and resuscitation of a young girl from 

the water at Narrabeen Lakes.  Using techniques learned at our Club Matt 

applied CPR which ultimately saved the life of this young girl. 

Matt Savage has since won the Northern Beaches ‘Rescue of the Month’ 

and ‘Rescue of the Year’.  He is now in the running for SLSNSW ‘Rescue of 

the Year’.  Congratulations Matt and everyone involved in our Training 

Team. 

I would also like to congratulate all our competitors and coaches.  This 

year we excelled in the water and on the beach with our Nippers winning 

Branch and coming 6th  at State.  Well done Team.  A special thank you 

goes out to the parents who assisted with everything from Carnival entries, 

Officials, Water Safety, Coaching and Age managers.  I encourage more 

parents to get involved in some way as it is a source of great satisfaction.  

If you’re unsure how to help, ask any Coach or Age Manager and they 

will point you in the right direction.  

Many of these competitive kids are now progressing into Seniors and  

volunteering for their first patrol so the tradition continues. 

Another mostly unheralded function our Club performs is the Ripper  

Nippers program.  Glenn Slater is instrumental in running this program 

which encourages special needs kids to participate in Nippers. I have 

seen for myself the enjoyment these kids get from paddling boards and 

beach events. Glenn has also organised a number of the competitive kids 

to come and assist which has been great for both. I am incredibly proud 

of Glenn and the Club for conducting this program. 

 

Mick Crews 
 

DIRECTOR OF 

ADMINISTRATION 

CLUB ADMINISTRATION 

“What a great 

season for North 

Curl Curl Surf Life 

Saving Club 

across every 

field” 
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Before I started this portfolio I had no idea how much work there is behind the scenes to keep a Surf Club 

in operation.  There are so many selfless people involved who devote their time and they really do care.  

There are many people that I would like to thank and acknowledge under the administration portfolio for 

the significant contributions they made to the Nth Curl Curl last season. 

Lucy Russell is not only a valued patrol member but she is also our Club Assistant and maintains all the 

Club paperwork and social media.  She has been a vital cog behind the scenes taking a lot of pressure 

off the Board. Kate Kelly was the Club Registrar again and did an outstanding job both behind the scenes 

and at Registration Day. Kate and Lucy do their particular roles so well you don’t realise they are there 

until something goes wrong and then they step in and fix it for you!  Awesome job and thanks to you both. 

Special thanks to our fabulous uniform volunteers Victoria Howell, Ann Barlow, Kate Jeffrey and their  

families.  This is a massive role with great responsibilities.  Our Nippers and competitors are well identified 

and always look professional.  Last year our State Nippers Team looked fantastic in their State Kit and next 

season Kate is including the Seniors Team as well. 

Dave Quinn and Chris Sparkes have excelled themselves this season with the Club entertainment.  Not only 

has the NCC tradition of ‘Bottles’ continued every Friday and Sunday nights but we have also had live  

music with some terrific local bands.   These young bands are getting experience and exposure whilst we 

get to enjoy their music in a family friendly atmosphere, everybody wins.   

Other successful fundraisers have been Jelly Bean Jam, our annual ‘3 Points’ event, the Hydrothon and  

others. These events require significant planning and contribution from our Club Members and raise much 

needed funds for the Club.  Well done to everyone who helped especially Glenn Slater, David Wymer and 

their  awesome young team members Amelia, Maddy, Rebecca, Lewis, Dylan, Isaac and many others who  

assisted and competed in all events. 

A very special addition to our membership this year has been baby Huey.  Huey is the new son of our  

Caretakers Peta Fairlie and George Lewis. Congratulations Peta and George and thank you for helping me 

out this season. 

Other not so cute but valuable additions to our club include a new ATV, new Patrol Trailer and another IRB.  

These vital assets can be costly and we greatly appreciate our fantastic sponsor Bendigo Bank for the  

trailer. 

Within the Board we have a number of first timers including Natasha Spencer in Education, Julia Higgs in  

Junior Activities, Warren ‘Hodgie’ Hodge in Nippers and myself.  As stated earlier I am continually impressed 

by the dedication and time these people devote to the Club.   Regardless of the position I hold at North 

Curly I always consider myself fortunate to be able to work with such amazing people. 

I would like to single out the efforts of Andrew Stuart.  Andrew is involved in every facet of our Club and he 

continues to amaze me with his energy to help everyone.  Not only that, he also won an Aussie Gold  

Medal! Well done Andrew. Recently we installed new storage wardrobes within the clubhouse.  Thanks so 

much to Tony Williams and Andrew Stuart for their skillful assistance in this construction. 

Finally I would like to recognize the incredible job performed by our Club President David Wymer. Dave’s 

passion and dedication to this Club is second to none.  The hours spent behind the scenes are equivalent of 

a full time job and he has given me great assistance this year.  Thanks for your patience Dave. 

        

CLUB ADMINISTRATION 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 

Mick Crews 

Director of Administration  
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President David Wymer 

Director of Administration Michael Crews 

Director of Finance Simon Prowse 

Director of Surf Life Saving Alexander  Wye 

Director of Junior Activities Warren Hodge 

Director of Surf Sports Glenn Slater 

Director of Marketing  Danni Petkovic/Louis Tassone 

Director of Education  Natasha Spencer 

Director of Member Services David Quinn 

Director of Youth  Julia Higgs 

Assistant Directors of Surf Life Saving  Carmel Howard / Greg Stretton 

Assistant Director of Administration Vacant 

Assistant Director of Finance Colin Wilson 

Assistant Director of Surf Sports Vacant 

Assistant Director of  Marketing Frederic Leforestier 

Assistant Director of Education Clare Hagon 

Assistant Director of Youth Dylan Passarinho 

Assistant Director of Member Services Chris Sparks 

Club Registrar Kate Kelly 

Power Craft Delegate Matt O’Connor  

ATV Coordinator Greg Stretton 

First Aid Officer Carmel Howard 

Radio Officer Sarah Wanden 

Gear Steward David Jones 

Sunday Events Co-ordinator  Alexander  Wye 

Water Sports Delegate David Jones 

Boat Delegate Roger Harris 

Beach Delegate Sophie McGovern  

Junior Captain (Female) Vacant 

Junior Captain (Male) Vacant 

OH&S Officer Peta Fairlie 

Child Protection Officer David Wymer 

Club Historian Kevin Martin 

 
 

Office Bearers 2018/2019 
Board of Directors, Delegates and Club Officers 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 
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PRESIDENT’S report 

David Wymer 

PRESIDENT 

It is with immense pleasure that I present my 2nd Annual Report for the 18/19 surf 

season on behalf of North Curl Curl SLSC. I must thank our Club Directors &  

Management teams for their dedicated voluntary hours throughout the season.  

The positive direction in Patrols, Training and Education,  Competition, Finance 

and Administration will ensure we have set the club up for future sustainable 

success in Surf Life Saving and support of the local community. 

With another season of volunteer Beach Patrols completed & keeping our club 

breach free, along with no lives lost whilst the red & yellow flags were flying is 

very satisfying,  it’s an opportune time to  reinforce the most important  

responsibility we have here at North Curl Curl. This is to patrol our beach with  

quality rostered  numbers during the season, and to ensure that it is a safe  

environment for all that visit so they get to go home to their families along with 

our voluntary members. On behalf of club’s Board of Directors I would like to 

thank all our members that performed beach patrols this season & for  

continuing to uphold the standards of the Aussie Surf Life Saver through some 

difficult conditions & busy periods on the beach. To our Patrol Captains,  

Vice-Captains, IRB crews and all water safety personnel I thank you for your 

dedicated service.  

Our Education and Training team lead by  Natasha Spencer have done a  

wonderful job this season, putting many members through an enormous range 

of courses. This is an important pillar within our Surf Club and one that we must 

continually work at to maintain the quality of patrols we currently have and 

pride ourselves on. I look forward to seeing more members upskilling their  

qualifications next season. It goes without saying that the training & education 

that our members receive is responsible for the skills that they posses. This is a 

monumental but important task, so many thanks to our Chief Training Officers, 

Natasha plus all the trainers who assisted in educating our members. Without 

your dedication our core activity of lifesaving would be hard to achieve & I 

thank you all for your ongoing efforts. 

Our Club Sponsors and supporters are an integral part of our club and have 

continued to provide much needed financial support towards the  

ongoing operation of our facilities & services so please try to support them 

where possible.  

The relationship with Northern Beaches Council has again been very  

productive & supportive over the past year on behalf of the club I would like 

to formally thank Mayor Michael Regan  who has been highly supportive in all 

our activities especially the Patrol Captains leadership day and the  

redevelopment of our western BBQ area.  

Our Junior Activities group continues to flourish and is playing an enormous 

role in the future development of our club. I congratulate Warren Hodge and 

Madeline Keene & their excellent team for the dedicated work they have  

performed this season in continuing to provide fun activities that teach our kids 

surf skills, surf safety & team work. We have an incredible group of mums and 

dads who act as Age Managers, Water Safety plus IRB Drivers, IRB Crew &  

Officials throughout the season we could not deliver our Junior Activities  

program without their support .“Thank you for your efforts”, Ii is  not always 

easy, but very rewarding. Lastly to the Nipper kids, thanks for turning up,  

having a go wearing the GREEN & GOLD of North Curl Curl with such pride. 

Our solid results in attracting new members, retention & encouraging our  

Nippers to continue into the Youth section has been sensational, resulting in a 

6th place at the NSW Championships. Great to see the future life savers of 

North Curl Curl being successful so young in life.  

 

“The 2nd year as 

President has been 

bigger and better 

than I had hoped 

for ”  

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 



Competition in our club continues to flourish over the many associated disciplines. It is important that our club 

promotes all the different competition categories to our membership, and I congratulate those who wore the 

mighty Green & Gold cap. To our Surf Sports Director Glenn Slater, I must congratulate you on your leadership & 

outstanding work ethic over the season, this is a testament to your dedication and commitment helping the 

club competitors continued success in the Surf Sports arena. It was great to see 3 Female R&R teams represent 

the club this year at State.  

Our club continues to be in a healthy position financially thanks to Simon Prowse for keeping a watchful eye 

over the finances. All the arduous work by members over, Sunday Bar Sessions, Functions & Fundraising events 

build up the funds, so the club management team & sub committees can plan and continue to provide the 

best services and facilities possible of the members and the local community  

Our Directors of members services David Quinn and Chris Sparks keep raising the bar providing quality  

entertainment each Sunday over the summer months & have been well supported by our local community & 

members. Our golf enthusiasts  will once again attack the Long Reef golf club without much success due to the 

constant verbal barrage & loose ball striking generally caused by the social beers. Another well run event that 

raises plenty of money thanks to Chris , Dave  and crew. We hosted 2 additional social functions the first was the 

“Welcome to the beach” Nipper parent get together was a massive success in addition to the “Back to the 

80”s” fundraiser both we massive successes and raised some much needed funds for the club while being  

enjoyable and fun for all that attended.  

It was a challenging year for me but one that has also helped me grow a lot as a leader & learn a lot as a club 

mate and person. I must thank my wife Alex (even though she rows for Dee Why) for her enduring support & 

patience along with the guidance of past presidents Dave Murry and Stuart Wye for providing support and  

guidance when dealing with some difficult issues. To the Club Board & Management team I value all your  

efforts and time spent in developing the club, you are the backbone of what is making our club one of the 

greatest in Australia.  

 

To all members and local community thank you for your support over the season of 2018/19 I am looking  

forward to the 2019/2020 season  

 

David Wymer 

President             
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2018/19 Club Awards  

Honour Blazer 

Madeline Keene 

 

Cadet of the Year 
 Donated by Keith Smith 

Georgia Hayward Smith 

& 

Lila Warhurst 

 

Junior of the Year 
 Donated by Glenn Bruce 

Sam Heaton 

 

Huston Scholarship 

Dylan Passarinho 

& 

Sophie Douneen 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 
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HONOUR ROLL - LIFE MEMBERS DECEASED 

R. Agnew 

K. Aldridge 

P. A.  Aldridge 

B. K. Andrews 

K. Broomham 

J. Bulmer 

W. M. Carroll 

C. Duff 

W. Eady 

H. G. Foden 

C. R. Fourro 

H. C. Grew 

T. A. Grew 

R. Harris 

C. Hirsch 

H. J. Huston 

O. J. Kennedy 

P. Metz 

D. O`Brien 

G. O’Brien 

R. Saunderson 

W. Spradley 

K. Stoneman 

M. J. Sullivan 

R.  Swift 

J. O. Wilson 

ACTIVE SENIOR MEMBERS 

Scott Addicott 

Erika Alker 

Richard Apps 

Adam Atkins 

Tim Ball 

Justin Barrett 

Gary Beauchamp 

Grace Bendeich 

Lillian Bendeich 

Allison Bilbow 

James Black 

Chris Blackmore 

James Bonner 

Sara Broch Ciarus 

Andrew Brodie 

Saul Brown 

Justin Callard 

Patrick Coleman 

Rohan Connors 

Jason Cooper 

John Deane 

Katie Del Gallo 

Craig Dobson 

Nicholas Duffy 

Heidi Dunstan 

Ashley Edwards 

Jason Elboz 

Peta Fairlie 

Melissa Firth 

Ryan Fontbin 

Martin Gall 

Michael Gamborg 

Cameron Glover 

Wayne Golgerth 

Duncan Grady 

Christina Hagon 

Steve Hagon 

Timothy Hagon 

Gabrielle Hahn 

John Hartigan 

Julie Harvey 

Justine Hayward Smith 

Timothy Hext 

Benjamin Hickey 

Peter Hickey 

Andrew Hoffmann 

David Irvine 

Leanne Irvine 

Brett Jeffrey 

Michael Johnston 

Michael Jones 

Michael J. Jones 

Michael Kember 

Cameron Kennedy 

Benjamin Kew 

Robert Killian 

Simon King 

Ellie Kinoshita 

Monique Kleiner 

Lutzen Koopman 

Nicholas Lawry 

Frederic Leforestier 

Ross Lentell 

Felix Levesque 

George Lewis 

Hayden Lilienthal 

Peter Lipinski 

Ben Loughman 

Rob Lovely 

Suzanne Lovely 

Andrew Mackenzie 

Holly MacKenzie 

Keith Mackinlay 

Marco Madella 

Jan Malina 

Kirsty Mangraviti 

Raymond Marrs 

Sarah Mauger 

Sophie McGovern 

Stuart Millar 

Tamar Millar 

Alex Oakes 

Scott O'Connell 

Brendan O'Connor 

Matthew O'Connor 

Kym Pardey 

Benjamin Pardoen 

Lee Patterson 

James Pearlman 

Simone Polly 

Alan Prictor 

Sally Prowse 

David Quinn 

Michael Rasmussen 

Jon Reilly 

Declan Rienecker 

Clara Rigotti 

Rachel Robson 

Stephen Robson 

Guy Russell 

Lucy Russell 

Mathew Savage 

Andrew Short 

Cameron Signorini 

Danielle Signorini 

Oliver Signorini 

Anna Silva 

Glen Smedts 

Bradley Smith 

Kaitlyn Smith 

Monica Smith 

John Snook 

Peter Solomon 

Kieran Somerville 

Chris Sparkes 

Karen Sparkes 

Mel Spears 

Natasha Spencer 

Simon Spicer 

Tim Stentiford 

Rhiannon Stevens 

Cameron Stewart 

Leif Stromnes 

Simon Taylor 

Richard Thomas 

Ross Tillman 

Nick Tompson 

Matthew Truman 

Jane Trumper 

Rosie Trumper 

Alexander Truszewski 

Greg Virgona 

Stuart Wagland 

Alan Wainwright 

Phillip Walsh 

Sarah Wanden 

Kadie Wegenaar 

Kurt Wegenaar 

Alex Wheelahan 

Victoria Whitaker 

Colin Whitehead 

Laura Woolley 

Philip Yeadon 

David Young 

Richard Zarzeczny 

John Huston 

HONOURARY MEMBERS 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 20182019 

ACTIVE RESERVE MEMBERS 

Darren Armitage 

Steven Atkins 

Phil Cartwright 

Sean Crichton-Browne 

Elijah Paling 

Katrina Salisbury 

Mario Vesely 

Glenn Bruce  

Les Bulmer  

Neil Coltman 

Jamie Duff  

Joan Duff  

William Geoghegan  

Phil Godbee 

Clare Hagon  

Albert Hudson  

Pat Kember  

Ross Lambert  

Noel Langthorne 

Kevin Martin  

David Murray  

James Newton 

Russell  Porter  

Len Saunderson 

Barbara Smith  

Keith Smith  

Chris Stoneman  

Rob Watson  

Alexander Wye  

Stuart Wye  

LIFE MEMBERS 

LONG SERVICE MEMBERS  

Mark Andrijic 

Jake Atkins 

Tom Atkins 

Andrew Broad 

Stephen Byrnes 

Richard Chown 

Howard Christie 

Glenn Coltman 

Lauren Coltman 

Phil Cullum 

Trudy Darsley 

Sean Davis 

Andrew Dennehy 

Ben Dreghorn 

Geoff Dyer 

Michael Garrett 

Phillip Hagon 

Robert Hagon 

Roger Harris 

Nick Hatch 

Carl Henderson 

Kim Henderson 

Allan Hines 

Nigel Hoschke 

Carmel Howard 

James Howieson 

Ray Humel 

David Jones 

Winston Langthorne 

Ray Merton 

Colin Moyes 

Mark Nicholson 

Chris Plunkett 

Russell Plunkett 

Michael Saunders 

Glenn Slater 

Gregory Stretton 

Chris Tassone 

Cris Van Haren 

John Vickery 

Tony Williams 

Colin Wilson 

David Wymer 

PAST ACTIVE MEMBERS 

Melissa Brown 

Paul Burkett 

Helen Crews 

Michael Crews 

Giles Hill 

Jonathan Phippard 

Simon Prowse 

Andrew Stuart  
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ACTIVE JUNIORS 

Keely Allsop 

Oscar Blaikie 

Charli Brown 

Camille Crespel 

Charlotte Cullum 

Sean Deane 

Sophie Douneen 

Jeremy Gategood 

Tayla Gerace 

Jerri Gerich 

Corey Grace 

Lauren Grace 

Liam Grady 

Gregory Gurtata 

Amelia Handcock 

Sophie Hext 

Kyle Inkster 

Reece Lovely 

Jonah Mann 

Thomas McMullan 

Maya Millar 

Lewis Milner 

Beth Moran 

Dylan Passarinho 

Harry Prowse 

Jami Prowse 

Max Puddicombe 

Liam Riggs 

Megan Scheel-Gamborg 

Hayley Sparkes 

Adam Van Haren 

Talia Allsop 

Gabrielle Bradley 

Lucia Bradshaw 

Ethan Brown 

Connor Callard 

Briony Campbell 

Isaac Crews 

Jacob Crews 

Finn Currie 

Marita Dale 

Miles Edler 

Karissa Elboz 

Tara Gategood 

Paige Gerace 

Flynn Grady 

Eva Gurtata 

Rebecca Harvey 

Tara Harvey 

Georgia Hayward Smith 

Sam Heaton 

Abby Hext 

Nathan Johnston 

Annie Jones 

Charlize Kipa 

Ethan Lonergan 

Abigail Milner 

Maya Morris 

Lucia Pardoen 

Thomas Pardoen 

Samuel Prictor 

Georgina Prowse 

Oskar Puhl 

Max Quinn 

Ava Ramos 

Sofia Ratcliff 

Jasmine Riggs 

Max Rowley-Bates 

Lily Russell 

CADET MEMBERS 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

Amanda Adams 

Parvis Adelpour 

David Aitken 

Tim Aitken 

Frank Alker 

Sabrina Althoff 

Rebecca Angus 

Gemma ap Geraint 

Lisa Armitage 

Jack Arnold 

Tom Arnold 

John athis 

Brent Backhouse 

Jethro Baker 

Henry Bardales 

Sean Barker 

Ann Barlow 

Nicola Barnes 

Richard Baskerville 

Jessica Beaton 

Andrew Bell 

Dee Bennett 

Prue Berne 

Michael Besley 

Andrew Biasi 

Sasha Biasi 

Brett Bonaccorsi 

Melissa Bonnechere 

Scott Bradley 

Nicholas Bradshaw 

Jordan Bray 

Melanie Brittain 

Ben Britten 

Steve Brown 

Tom Bryant 

Nathan Burke 

Eleanor Burns 

Philip Burt 

Stuart Burton 

Amanda Byrne 

Hilary Byrne 

Renae Byrne 

Ryan Campbell 

Gabi Carrigan 

Julian Carrigan 

Andy Carroll 

Paul Carson 

Anthony Carter 

Venu Chalasani 

Dana Challenger 

Audrey Cheah 

Natalie Chrara 

Syvia Cilia 

Eve Clark 

John Clark 

Rachel Cleary 

Robert Cleary 

Arthur Clement 

Michael Clues 

Patrice Clues 

Matthew Clymer 

Trish Colella 

David Collins 

David Cookney 

Brian Coopman 

Paula Cowan 

Joanne Crakanthorp 

Julie Crespel 

Anthony Cridland 

Alexandra Cronan 

Sacha Crouch 

Skye Currie 

Mark Curzon 

Jocelyn Dacic 

Andrew Davies 

Simon Davies 

Heather Davis 

Katie Davis 

Heraldo De farias 

Marcel De Vera 

Kieran Deane 

Lauren Deane 

Greg Dearden 

Suellen Dennehy 

Izabela Dent 

Cameron Dinnie 

Brett Dobeson 

Corey Dollisson 

Jen Douneen 

John Downey 

Rebecca Eddington 

Lewis Edgley 

Nicole Edgley 

Matthew Edwards 

Mathew Egan 

Lisa Ehnbom 

Yasmin Elboz 

Hilary Ellis 

neil english 

Ian Evans 

Katie Fallowfield 

Kim Farina 

Josef Fearon 

Lisa Feldt 

Lance Fenner 

Jonathan Fitchett 

Daniel Fleming 

Willy Flew 

Ann Ford 

Trent Fowke 

Ashley Freedman 

Angelina Froggatt 

Elizabeth Furlong 

James Gagen 

Gisele Gambi 

Frank Garcia 

Claire Gategood 

Rebecca Gavin 

Mark Genner 

Erika Gillett 

Michael Girven 

Dean Gleeson 

Renata Gomes 

Bronte Graham 

Katie Graham 

Andrew Gremmo 

Michael Guberina 

Richard Guerin 

Martin Gurtata 

Naomi Gurtata 

Decler Hague 

Ian Haines 

Mardi Hall 

Liesel Hanson Byrne 

Ian Harris 

Liesje Harris 

Tracy Harris 

Ruben Hartigan 

David Harvey 

Leahna Harvey 

Robert Hautemont 

Gemma Hawthorne 

Robert Hay 

Nicholas Hebden 

Nina Helm 

Samuel Hickey 

Dane Higgins 

Bradley Higgs 

Julia Higgs 

Annabelle Hill 

Warren Hodge 

Dean Holden 

John Holley 

Becky Honey 

Veronica Hosking 

Scott Housley 

Victoria Howell 

Shane Howison 

Kimberly Huddle 

Murphy Huddle 

Mark Hunt 

Matt Irwin 

Emma JacobsS 

Jens Jebens 

Kate Jeffrey 

Anthony Johnson 

Brett Johnson 

Isabella Jolly 

Anikka Jones 

Anna Jones 

Kristen jones 

Kristian Jones 

Megan Jones 

Ryan Jones 

Steven Jones 

Emer Kaleb 

Simon Kasprowicz 

Wendy Kasprowicz 

Angus Keene 

Madeline Keene 

Cindy Keighran 

Kate Kelly 

Michael Kelly 

Geraldine Kennedy 

Amanda Kibby 

James Kierath 

Darren King 

Gabrielle Kinghorn 

James Kinghorn 

Sascha Klein 

Katrin Klinger 

Ira Kollo 

Karl Kowalczuk 

Jaroslaw Kowalik 

Sara-Jane Lai 

Nelson Lam 

Dean Lane 

James Law 

Suji Leroux 

Darren Levy 

Kate Lewis 

Alicia Lloyd 

Simone Lonergan 

Jason Lovell 

Tina Lovell 

Paco Luo 

Michael Maben 

Chris Mackinlay 

Melissa Mackinlay 

Benjami  Macoun 

Helen Magill 

Gary Maguire 

Jonah Mann 

Doris Manurung 

James Marks 

Naomi Martin 

Simon Martin 

Lisabeth Mathieson 

Duncan McClure 

Frances McGourty 

Owen McGrath 

Neil McKinnon 

Erin Mclachlan 

Jonah Mclachlan 

Fiona McLellan 

Lorraine McNuff 

Clay Melbourn 

Trish Melbourn 

Alexander Menge 

Michael Merzian 

Joshua Meteyard 

Chris Milcz 

Steven Milham 

Tim Millard 

Julian Milligan 

Sammi Mills 

Bindy Milner 

Sue Milner 

Carlo Missio 

Melinda Mitchell 

Philippa Moig 

Rachel Moloney 

Mason Monro 

Scott Monro 

Michael Montesin 

Pamela Moore 

Jamie Morris 

Joaquin Munoz 

Nigel Murphy 

Jennifer Murray 

Mark Murray 

David Mutthumani 

Tim Nation 

Naomi Neale 

Georgina Ng 

Danielle Noble 

Rando Nukki 

Jason Oakley 

Daniel O'Dea 

Stephanie O'Flynn 

Adrian O'Hagan 

Jessica Ondevilla 

Deirdre O'Neill 

Cameron Orth 

Andrew Osborne 

Jo Page 

Joshua Paling 

Reg Paling 

Natasha Pardoen 

Stephanie Parsons 

Natalie Pereira 

Catherine Perry 

Janet Phippard 

James Pike 

Richard Pillinger 

Sasha Pillinger 

Timothy Pittorino 

Igor Pluzhnik 

Shannan Ponton 

Claire Poolman 

Filip Prudic 

Jan Prudic 

Melanie Pulis 

Crystal Pullen 

Martijn Quax 

Aldo Ramos 

Mason Ramos 

Andrew Ratchford 

David Reddacliff 

Tiffany Reilly 

Jacki Reimer 

Louise Remond 

Mark Renshaw 

Chris Reynolds 

Tara Riggs 

George Ristevski 

Hamish Robinson 

Michael Rudnev 

Maria Rupping 

Caroline Rutherford 

Christian Ryals 

David Sadler 

Nina Sallenave 

Natalia Salzberg 

Todd Sample 

Alex Sanbrook 

Trent Sandstrom 

Jean-Paul Schefferlie 

Nicole Schipp 

Darren Schmidt 

Rebecca Schmidt 

Jessica Senior 

Douglas Shaw 

Tess Shorney 

Lachlan Simpson 

Chris Skelton 

Mark Small 

Amanda Smith 

Mark Smith 

Richard Smith 

Stacey Smith 

Tara Smith 

Catherine So 

Jennifer Soper 

Julian Soper 

Matthew Spencer 

Leonard Stack 

Matthew Steele 

Mathew Sterland 

Andrew Stevens 

David Stevenson 

Ben Stewart 

Kylie Stewart 

Abel Straker 

Stefan Strano 

Radka Suchankova 

Denis Susic 

Luka Susic 

Zora Susic 

Nigel Swain 

Nicholas Swerdlow 

Ben Symons 

Peter Szyszka 

Rommel Tacadena 

Madoka Tamura 

Dong Yun Tang 

Julie Tassone 

Louis Tassone 

Ross Taylor 

Agnes Teek 

Troy Tester 

Rebecca Thomas 

Lee Thomson 

Nathalie Tobin 

Rod Tobin 

Diana Turner 

Tracy Turner 

Alexis Ungar 

Rebecca Valencia 

Adam Van Haren 

Mary Van Kemenade 

Alycia Vasilangos 

Adam Vickery 

Lucy Vincent 

Anna Waddington 

Phil waddington 

Jodi Wadling 

Madeleine Wallace 

Vanessa Wallace 

William Wallace 

Edyta Wanago 

Chris Warhurst 

Justine Warhurst 

Edward Warner 

Lynda Warner 

Aaron Webb 

Kiri Wegenaar 

Danielle Westcott 

David Wheatley 

Genevieve Whitby 

Michael White 

Penelope White 

Darren Withey 

Brendan Wood 

Graham Woolger 

Stephen Wright 

Fiona Yiend 

Conrad Zgliniecki 

Deb Zimmer 

 

Toby Savage 

Josh Small 

Isabella Spencer 

Sophia Spencer 

Gabriella Stuart 

Mitchell Stuart 

Sara Susic 

Jamie Swane 

Jessie Taylor 

Nicci Vesely 

Elise Wallace 

Jack Walsh 

Lila Warhurst 

Amelia Wegenaar 

Hanneke Wegenaar 
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SURF LIFESAVING 

Alex Wye 

 

DIRECTOR OF 

SURF LIFESAVING 

“It is not the mountain we conquer but ourselves”. 

This famous quote from Sir Edmund Hillary, the first person to climb Mount Everest 

(the highest mountain in the world), is not just a wonderful motivational  

statement for life in general, but without doubt can be equally as well applied 

when referring to an individual’s surf lifesaving service in one’s local community. 

Whilst it is definitely advantageous to have strong surf rescue and land lifesaving 

skills, it is my honest opinion that it is actually one’s attitude and commitment 

towards surf lifesaving, coupled with unwavering perseverance and appropriate 

self-belief, that certainly are the major contributing factors towards becoming a 

competent and respected voluntary surf lifesaver. 

With these thoughts in mind, it is absolutely marvellous to have so many  

dedicated adult and teenage club members within our surf club’s patrolling 

ranks.  As has been mentioned in my previous Annual DSL (or Club Captain)  

Reports, these conscientious folk are without doubt the “heartbeat” of our 

club’s surf lifesaving endeavours.  Indeed, most of them derive no personal gain 

from their voluntary patrol service, except that knowledge that they are giving 

back to their local community. 

Therefore, may I please take this opportunity to express sincere gratitude to all of 

the patrol members at North Curl Curl S.L.S.C. for their continuing “vigilance and 

service”.  Along with the outstanding example of exemplary community service 

provided for me by my late mother, Isabella Jessie Wye MBE OAM, it is without 

question our surf club’s rostered patrolling members (most of whom have to  

juggle their patrol service with family and/or work and/or school and other  

sporting commitments) that are constantly my source of inspiration and  

motivation in the role that I need to perform for our surf club. 

Throughout the 2018/2019 season all fourteen patrol teams operated in a highly 

commendable manner and my heartfelt thanks go to Patrol Captains (in patrol 

team numerical order) Matt O’Connor, Ross Tillman, Ross Lentell, Michael Jones, 

Simon Spicer, David Young, Greg Stretton, Jamie Howieson, Leanne Irvine, Alan 

Prictor, Ben Dreghorn, Alex (Wiz) Wye, Sarah Wanden and Duncan Grady for 

their roles in the organisation and leadership of their respective patrol teams. 

Special thanks go to Club Vice-Captains, Carmel Howard (who is also Club First 

Aid Officer) and to Greg Stretton (who is also Club ATV Co-ordinator), as well as 

to our club’s IRB Captain, Matt O’Connor and Radio Officer, Sarah Wanden for 

the first class efforts the produced in there respective roles. 

North Curl Curl S.L.S.C. completed the 2018/2019 surf patrol season with 188  

patrol members spread across its fourteen patrol teams and 12 reserve patrol 

team members. Of these 188 rostered patrolling members, 145 were Bronze  

Medallion qualified, 39 were Surf Rescue Certificate holders and four were 

Award Member personnel, with 110 of our patrol team members being males 

and 78 being females. Amongst all patrol members, our surf club had 28 with 

the Silver Medallion Beach Management (or Patrol Captains’ status) award,         

35 IRB Drivers, 63 IRB Crew people, 61 Provide Advanced Resuscitation  

Certificate holders, 27 Spinal Management Certificate members, 110 Provide 

First Aid Certificate personnel and 59 registered ATV Drivers. 

From the surf lifesaving perspective, my sincere thanks go to Natasha Spencer, 

Director of Education and her entire education training team for their superb 

efforts in ensuring that our patrol team members were so well qualified.   Special 

accolades must go to Phil Godbee, leader of the Bronze Medallion training 

team and to Steven “Spider” Atkins who facilitated and co-ordinated all our surf 

club’s IRB Driver and IRB Crew training.   
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May I please take this 

opportunity to express 

sincere gratitude to all of 

the patrol  

members at North Curly 
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Additional thanks go to Maryanne Troop and Gary Beauchamp from First Aid Plus for having once again  

facilitating the majority of the 110 patrol first aid awards, as well as for so promptly providing the various patrol 

first aid supplies, as required. 

One of the finest achievements by our club during the recently completed 2018/2019 surf patrol season was that 

89 out of our 188 rostered patrolling members were 100% patrol efficient. Mathematically this accounts for just 

over 47% of our patrol members and for a world in which most people are “time poor” with other life  

commitments, this is a most satisfactory outcome. This statistic is especially more impressive when one considers 

that 100% patrol efficiency is only gained if one either attends all of one’s rostered patrol sessions during the  

entire season or finds a substitute, when unavailable and makes up those missed hours at some other stage  

during the season. Therefore, this means that a patrol member needs to have started the season on his/her  

patrol team and our surf club had 36 new patrol recruits (nearly all from the Bronze Medallion and Surf Rescue  

Certificate squads) join their respective patrol teams during the course of the season.  Effectively, 89 patrol  

personnel being 100% patrol efficient out of 152 (or nearly 60%) is an even better statistic to behold. 

Congratulations go to all 100% patrol efficient members whose names can be read in the lists, along with the 

names of the major patrol award recipients, at the end of this Annual DSL Report.  Hopefully this fine 100% patrol 

attendance record can not only be emulated, but improved upon, in the seasons to follow. 

Moving on now to the major patrol award winners for this past season, it gives me great pleasure to advise that 

for the first time ever our surf club has decided to allocate separate awards for both the Best Junior Female and 

the Best Junior Male Patrol Members (or Best Male and Female Junior Surf Lifesavers). 

My heartfelt thanks go to our surf club’s Board of Directors for agreeing to this initiative that was proposed by me 

at a recent BOD Meeting, with the inaugural winners being Sophie Douneen (on Patrol No. 4) and Greg Gurtata 

(on Patrol No. 5). During this past season, Sophie accumulated 89 patrol hours, which was almost three times the 

average done by other patrol members and Greg was an outstanding example to other young patrol members 

of the importance of patrolling both in the surf and at the water’s edge.  Our congratulations go to both Sophie 

and Greg, as they have both been excellent young ambassadors for surf lifesaving.  

In his first season as a Patrol Captain, Simon Spicer did a really superb job in both the organisation and  

management of his patrol team, Patrol No. 5.   In fact, so good were his leadership skills that one could have 

been led into believing that Simon had been doing this role for many seasons.  Therefore, there was no hesitation 

in giving Simon the award for the Best Patrol Captain for the season and congratulations go to him. 

The Mark Watson Memorial Award is the highly prestigious award given to the Best Patrol Person and for the 

2018/2019 surf patrol season this honour has been bestowed upon David Irvine (on Patrol No. 9) and Justine  

Hayward-Smith (on Patrol No. 14). 

Both David and Justine were so pro-active during their respective patrol sessions and I had so much admiration 

for the outstanding contributions that they both made whilst on patrol duties.   At all times, they were both 

acutely aware of what was occurring around them, particularly in the water and then taking the necessary steps 

to remedy any potential problem, with the safety and well-being of the general public paramount in their minds.   

Thank you, David and Justine and congratulations go to you. 

The final major patrol award was for the Best Patrol Team and this was won by the highly efficient Patrol No. 9. Of 

all the major patrol awards to be decided, this one was by far the most difficult to make, as all patrol teams  

performed with admirable efficiency. 

This time around, more objectivity was put into this decision and with excellent  overall beach and water patrol 

supervision, coupled with eight of its nine Bronze Medallion holders being 100% patrol efficient, Patrol No. 9  

received the ultimate accolade as being the Best Patrol Team for the 2018/2019 season.  Special congratulations 

go to Patrol No. 9, which was so capably led by its Patrol Captain, Leanne Irvine. 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 
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SURF LIFESAVING 

One of my deep passions and main objectives in surf lifesaving is the promotion of our surf club’s youth. During 

my career working life, initially as a school teacher and especially later on as a Sport and Recreation facilitator, I 

often witnessed what young people can really achieve, if they are given the opportunity to do so.   

No better example of this understanding has been provided for me during my lifetime than what has been  

accomplished by members of my own immediate family. At just 16 years of age (back in 1938), my  

mother, Isa, became the youngest ever Honorary Secretary of the Dee Why L.A.S.C. (truly a trail blazing  

endeavour at that time by a young lady) and then, in 1975, at just 19 years of age, my brother, Stuart, became 

Club Captain of our surf club, North Curl Curl S.L.S.C.   Both went on to become Club Presidents and Life  

Members of their respective clubs, as well as fulfilling various other club roles. Therefore, with these fine examples 

and other life experiences in mind, I would like to join other members of our surf club in endeavouring to  

promote more of our club’s young Bronze Medallion teenage members into various leadership positions,  

commencing with the all important Patrol Vice-Captaincy role. Then, possibly a few years later, a couple of 

them might readily fill the position of a Patrol Captain and (who knows) maybe one might even become a 

young, progressive DSL or Club Captain. 

Whilst on the subject of progressive lines of action, our surf club conducted a Patrol Leadership Program at the 

start of last season.   This program was extremely well facilitated by Saul Brown and Marcus Crow, with both the 

Mayor and Clinton Rose (Lifeguard Supervisor) being in attendance.  This program was aimed at developing 

both leadership and engagement skills in our club’s Patrol Captains and Patrol Vice-Captains and hopefully  

similar initiatives to this one can be organised in the seasons to come. 

Stepping back into the Director of Surf Lifesaving (Club Captain) position during this past 2018/2019 season has 

been extremely enjoyable, as well as most fulfilling for me and I am extremely grateful to the members of North 

Curl Curl S.L.S.C. for having been given this second opportunity to volunteer in this capacity. 

Also, I would most sincerely like to thank my brother, Stuart, for his ongoing support of me with respect to  

numerous surf club related matters, the Board Members for their collective assistance afforded to me during the 

past season and once again all of our surf club’s patrolling members for their first class contributions during last 

season. 

Finally, I am eagerly looking forward to the forthcoming 2019/2020 surf patrol season and if it is the wish of our 

surf club’s members, I would very much like to continue in my current role during that new season. 
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Director of Surf Lifesaving  
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Best Patrol Person  

Mark Watson Memorial Award 

Best Junior Patrol Person 

Sophie Douneen/Greg Gurtata  

Best Patrol Captain 

Simon Spicer  

Best Patrol Persons 
Patrol No 1 

Patrol No 2 

Patrol No 3 

Patrol No 4 

Patrol No 5 

Patrol No 6 

Patrol No 7 

Patrol No 8 

Patrol No 9 

Patrol No 10 

Patrol No 11 

Patrol No 12 

Patrol No 13 

Patrol No 14 

Maya Millar 

Kurt Wegenaar 

Cameron Stewart 

Amelia Handcock       

Greg Gurtata 

Brett Jeffrey 

Max Quinn 

Ryan Fontbin 

David Irvine 

Justin Callard 

Monica Smith 

Bradley Smith 

Jason Cooper 

Justine Hayward Smith 

PATROL AWARDS 

Adam Atkins   

Jet Baker   

Tim Ball   

Allison Bilbow   

Chris Blackmore   

Ethan Brown   

Stephen Byrnes   

Justin Callard   

Patrick Coleman  Ja-

son Cooper  Charlotte 

Cullum  Skye Currie   

John Deane   

Lauren Deane   

Sophie Douneen  Ben 

Dreghorn   

Heidi Dunstan   

Peta Fairlie   

Ryan Fontbin 

Michael Gamborg  

Jerri Gerich   

Duncan Grady   

Liam Grady  

Eva Gurtata   

Greg Gurtata 

Gabrielle Hahn 

Amelia Handcock 

Julie Harvey 

Rebecca Harvey 

Tim Hext   

Ben Hickey   

Peter Hickey   

Sam Hickey   

Jamie Howieson  

David Irvine  

Leanne Irvine 

Brett Jeffrey 

Michael Johnston 

Nathan Johnston 

Michael Jones 

Ellie Kinoshita 

Monique Kleiner  

Luitz Koopman 

Frederic Leforestier 

Ross Lentell 

Felix Levesque 

Andrew Mackenzie 

Holly Mackenzie 

Marco Madella  

Jonah Mann   

Kevin Martin  

Stuart Millar   

Brendan O’Connor  

Matt O’Connor  

Ben Pardoen   

Lee Patterson 

Simone Polly   

Alan Prictor  

David Quinn   

Max Quinn   

Jon Reilly   

Clara Rigotti   

Lucy/Guy Russell 

100% Patrol Efficiency 

Hayley Sparkes 

Karen/Chris Sparkes 

Dani Signorini   

Brad Smith 

Monica Smith 

Mel Spears 

Natasha Spencer   

Sophia Spencer   

Simon Spicer   

Tim Stentiford   

Greg Stretton   

Jamie Swane   

Ross Tillman   

Nick Tompson   

Matt Truman   

Alan Wainwright  

Sarah Wanden  Amelia 

Wegenaar Kurt We-

genaar  Colin White-

head Colin Wilson 

Alexander Wye   

Phil Yeadon   

David Young 

Justine Hayward Smith 

David Irvine & Justine Hayward-Smith 

Best Patrol Team 

Patrol No 9 

Leanne Irvine © 

Andrew Mackenzie (VC) 

Alan Wainwright (VC) 

David Irvine 

Tim Ball 

Phil Yeadon 

Sarah Mauger 

Brendan O’Connor 

Briony Campbell (SRC) 

Abigail Milner (SRC) 

Maya Morris (SRC) 



2018/2019 Surf Life Saving Awards  

Jethro Baker 

Skye Currie  

Kieran Deane  

Lauren Deane  

Craig Dobson   

Yasmin Elboz   

Eva Gurtata   

Amelia Handcock  

Rebecca Harvey  

Nicholas Hebden  

John Holley   

Annie Jones   

Michael Jones  

Simon King 

Jonah Mclachlan  

Beth Moran   

Joaquin Munoz 

Thomas Pardoen 

Filip Prudic  

Jan Prudic   

Tara Smith   

Peter Solomon  

Sophia Spencer  

Matthew Steele  

Cameron Stewart 

Mitchell Stuart   

Luka Susic 

Jamie Swane   

Nicci Vesely   

Madeleine Wallace 

Amelia Wegenaar  

David Wheatley 

Bronze  

Medallion 

IRB Crew 

Jethro Baker   

Kieran Deane   

Lauren Deane   

Amelia Handcock   

Rebecca Harvey 

Ellie Kinoshita  

Thomas Pardoen  

Harry Prowse  

Tara Smith  

Adam Van Haren  

Amelia Wegenaar 

IRB Driver 

Richard Apps   

Sean Deane   

Sophie Douneen  

Stuart Millar   

Tamar Millar   

Dylan Passarinho 

Rhiannon Stevens 

Nick Tompson 

Silver Medallion 

Beach Mgmt 

Justine Hayward Smit 

Anna Silva 

Bradley Smith   

Natasha Spencer 

Silver Medallion 

Aquatic Rescue 

Frederic Leforestier 

Provide First 

Aid 

Steven Atkins  

Chris Blackmore  

Lucia Bradshaw   

Charli Brown  

Stephen Byrnes  

Briony Campbell   

Skye Currie   

Marita Dale   

Sean Deane   

Heidi Dunstan   

Miles Edler   

Karissa Elboz   

Ryan Fontbin  

Eva Gurtata   

Gregory Gurtata   

Christina Hagon  

Rebecca Harvey  

Nicholas Hebden   

Abby Hext   

Benjamin Hickey  

Samuel Hickey   

David Irvine   

Michael Jones  

Charlize Kipa  

Monique Kleiner   

Frederic Leforestier  

Suzanne Lovely   

Holly MacKenzie,  

Marco Madella   

Kevin Martin  

Sophie McGovern  

Jonah Mclachlan 

Abigail Milner   

Beth Moran  

Jamie Morris   

David Murray   

Alan Prictor   

Oskar Puhl   

Jon Reilly   

Russell, Lily  

Megan Scheel-

Gamborg 

Anna Silva   

Mel Spears  

Isabella Spencer  

Natasha Spencer 

Gregory Stretton 

Sarah Wanden   

Stuart Wye 

Philip Yeadon 

Spinal Mgmt 

Charlotte Cullum  

Sophie Douneen   

Heidi Dunstan  

Jerri Gerich   

Frederic Leforestier 

Sarah Mauger  

Natasha Spencer 

Advanced  

Resuscitation  

Techniques 

Sara Broch Ciarus  

Justine Hayward Smith 

Kirsty Mangraviti   

Harry Prowse   

Lucy Russell 

Apply Advanced  

Resuscitation  

Techniques 

Frederic Leforestier  

Provide Advanced 

Resuscitation 

Tim Ball 

Anna Silva 

Resuscitation   

Lisa Ehnbom 

Pamela Moore 

SSV Operator   

Lillian Bendeich   

Jason Cooper  

Heidi Dunstan  

Ryan Fontbin   

Gregory Gurtata   

Julie Harvey  

Justine Hayward Smith  

Andrew Hoffmann  

Brett Jeffrey  

Michael Jones  

Lutzen Koopman  

Felix Levesque  

Brendan O'Connor 

Lee Patterson  

Bradley Smith  

Mel Spears  

Rhiannon Stevens  

Andrew Stuart  

Nick Tompson  

Kurt Wegenaar  

Colin Whitehead 
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2018/2019 Surf Life Saving Awards  

Surf Rescue Certificate 

 

Officiating General  

Principles 

Ethan Lonergan 

Georgina Prowse 

Oskar Puhl   

Sofia Ratcliff  

Lily Russell   

Toby Savage   

Josh Small   

Isabella Spencer 

Gabriella Stuart 

Sara Susic   

Jessie Taylor   

Elise Wallace  

Jack Walsh   

Lila Warhurst   

Hanneke Wegenaar 

Talia Allsop  

Gabrielle Bradley   

Lucia Bradshaw  

Jacob  Crews   

Finn Currie 

Miles Edler 

Karissa Elboz   

Tara Gategood   

Paige Gerace   

Tara Harvey  

Georgia Hayward Smith 

Abby Hext  

Murphy Huddle  

Charlize Kipa  

Melissa Brown  

Michael Clues   

Patrice Clues   

Helen Crews   

Mark Curzon  

Katie Davis  

Andrew Dennehy   

Suellen Dennehy   

Heidi Dunstan 

Bradley Higgs   

Brett Jeffrey   

Kate Jeffrey 

Wendy Kasprowicz 

Simone Lonergan   

Sarah Mauger   

Trish Melbourn   

Julian Milligan   

Stacey Smith   

Ben Stewart   

Vanessa Wallace 

Development Coach Beach  

Sophie McGovern  

Development Coach Board 

Michael Clues 

Sean Davis  

Andrew Dennehy 

Development Coach Iron 

Michael Clues   

Sean Davis 

Development Coach Pool  

Rescue 

Michael Clues 

Development Coach Ski 

David Wymer 

Development Coach Surf Boat 

David Wymer 

Development Coach Swim 

Michael Clues   

Sean Davis  
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EDUCATION 

Natasha Spencer 

 

DIRECTOR OF  

EDUCATION 

For 2018-19, this was my first season as 

Director of Education at North Curl 

Curl SLSC and as such I felt privileged 

to be invited on the board of such a 

wonderful surf club on the Northern 

Beaches. 

My family and I have been involved in 

many capacities for the past 11 years 

with the surf club initially as nipper  

parents, to volunteering on  

committees, officiating and attending  

carnivals,  through to personally  

obtaining my bronze medallion  

together with patrolling and becoming 

a trainer for North Curl Curl SLSC.  

It has been a journey and I thank the 

surf club community for the support 

they have shown me along the way.  

Stepping into the shoes of Director of 

Education and chief training officer 

holds many responsibilities that I don’t 

take lightly, and it has been a very 

busy year to say the least for the  

Education team.  

Firstly I must thank my team of very  

enthusiastic and dedicated trainers, 

assessors and facilitators that have 

supported and encouraged me in 

particular Clare Hagon our Deputy  

Director of Education , Philip Godbee, 

Steven Atkins, Alexander Wye, David 

Jones, Michael Jones and our newest 

members to the team including Anna 

Silva, Sarah Wanden and Sam Heaton. 

Thanks to all trainers that have helped 

in some capacity as well over the  

season including Kaitlyn Smith, Ben 

Hickey and Ray Merton along with 

Greg Stretton assisting with SSV training 

and the many IRB drivers that assisted 

with the IRB training throughout the 

season as well.    

A special mention must go to Philip 

Godbee who has decided after this 

season to step down as chief bronze 

trainer to pursue other priorities in life. 

He began as a trainer in 2006 which 

lead him into the role as chief bronze 

trainer in 2008. From there he quickly 

became an assessor for the club. He 

has guided the bronze team with at 

least 2 squads per year training in  

excess of 600 candidates since 2008. 

What an achievement Philip and we 

thank you for all your time and  

devotion you have given to the club. 

We look forward to still seeing you 

around and assisting us with your  

expertise as I know you will.   

Another notable mention who I am 

proud to announce is Steven “Spider”  

Atkins which I am proud to announce 

was deservedly awarded the  

prestigious Branch Honours award for 

Outstanding Service at the Sydney 

Northern Beaches branch awards 

ceremony in June. Steven has  

dedicated over 49 years of active 

service to the branch from patrolling 

member, to state and national  

competitor and champion,  

Club President, Treasurer, Branch  

Delegate, Club Captain to name a 

few hats he has worn to now one of 

our well-loved trainers and assessors 

at North Curl Curl.  Congratulations 

Steven on this amazing achievement 

and you have made North Curl Curl 

SLSC proud to have you as our  

member. 

This season we were able to continue 

to offer many courses as in past  

seasons including in house training of 

the Bronze Medallion, Surf Rescue 

Certificate, IRB crew and IRB driver 

along with SSV - Side by Side Vehicle 

(previously known as ATV).  

We continued to provide access for 

members to increase their awards 

and offered Provide First aid, along 

with Advance Resuscitation offered 

on site by external facilitators. We 

were also able to extend offerings to 

branch run courses including Silver 

Medallion Beach Management and 

Aquatic Rescue and Spinal  

Management.  

“I felt privileged to 

be invited on the 

board of such a 

wonderful surf club 

on the Northern 

Beaches.“ 
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Our team facilitated 2 bronze medallion courses this 

season along with 2  surf rescue certificate courses 

with the latter of both being a combined squad 

where we trialled utilizing our team resources  

effectively to co train all participants and sharing as a 

team our strengths across the board whether it be 

water skills, radio or CPR and giving our best to all our 

candidates.  

I am pleased to advise that overall the numbers of 

awardees were exceptionally high and pleased to 

report the following results of new awards attained 

this season to include the following. Full list of  

recipients at end of report: - 

• Silver Medallion Aquatic Rescue - 1 

• Silver Medallion Beach Management - 4 

• Surf Rescue Certificate - 29 

• Bronze Medallion - 32 

• IRB crew - 11 

• Silver Medallion IRB driver - 8 

• Training Officer Bronze medallion - 2 

• Probationary Training officer - 2 

• Spinal Management - 7 

• Advance Resuscitation - 10  

• Provide First Aid - 51 (including renewals) 

• SSV Operator Induction - 21 

• ASC officiating principles - 20 

• Development Coach - 11 

Thanks go to Maryanne Troop and Gary Beauchamp 

from First Aid plus for their in-house training of the  

Provide first aid to our new bronze and SRC  

candidates along with our renewing patrol members.  

With “fresh eyes” I took on the role of Director of  

Education and wanted to introduce new innovations, 

ideas and build on existing trialled and tested  

methods.  

One initiative was to streamline processes and  

making information on awards more accessible  

particularly electronically through our club website. 

The club website has been updated to include most 

awards on offer along with their course outlines and 

prerequisites required .  

In addition to this a link to a booking engine to “click 

and book” or “express interest” to attend a course. 

This strategy has been successful and uptake positive. 

Thank you to Lucy Russell our administrator with her  

assistance in making this information accessible on 

our club website. 
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The E Learning modules are now expected to be 

completed for all new awards and we expect  

modules to be incorporated into the Proficiencies 

(Skills maintenance) next season. 

Thank you must go to Alex Wye, Director of Lifesaving 

who has worked tirelessly throughout the season to 

ensure we have candidates for our courses and  

encouraged patrolling members to attain new 

awards. 

This season we reintroduced the use of the IRB rescue 

dummy which proved to be useful in training (and 

thank you to Gary Beauchamp for loan of this). Due 

to the success, the club will look to obtaining a  

permanent one for club in season ahead.  It lowered 

risks for less experienced drivers and provided  

standardized weight making training more  

efficient and safer for all. Blended learning is the now 

being encouraged which utilizes a variety of  

techniques in training including face to face, online 

modules, practical, videos, quiz apps etc. which all 

assist in the engagement and experience of learning 

for participants. An example of this this season with 

our SRC groups, we trialled Kahoots as a new online 

tool to use in our training methods. 

Our Board strategy day in May was successful and 

from this I am feeling confident our entire board has a 

single vision of making our club the best it can be 

now and into the future. From an Education  

perspective, my priorities for the season ahead will 

include streamlining proficiencies, engage more 

members in Education and get involvement in our 

training team to increase our capabilities. In addition 

to this I would like to see more members achieve 

higher awards such as Silver medallion Beach  

management, Silver Medallion aquatic rescue and 

Gold medallion. We are looking towards running a 

Gold medallion course next season which is exciting 

news for those who wish to attain their lifeguard  

status.  Achieving these priorities will obviously won’t 

be without challenges and blockages but with the 

right direction and motivation I feel confident they 

can be realized.  

Finally thank you to our President David Wymer and 

the North Curl Curl S.L.S.C. Board for welcoming me to 

the team and  encouraging me on this, my first  

season as Director of Education at North Curl Curl 

SLSC. 

Proficiencies (Skills Maintenance) are a long and  

arduous role of the education team and there are 

many hours that are spent to ensure that our  

patrolling members are proficient, well-educated and 

are ready to start the new patrolling season with the 

same confidence they do each year.  Important  

reasons skills maintenance is undertaken is to ensure 

public safety, member safety and we as lifesavers are 

proactive in prevention of incidents on the beach. 

Each year our trainers must go through annual  

training and receive the most current updates on  

lifesaving, and it is our job as trainers, assessors and 

facilitators to educate our club members of changes 

that have occurred for the new season ahead and 

new processes along the way. We also regard  

proficiencies as an opportunity to refresh skills and at 

the same time we are ensuring our lifesavers are 

ready to act should the need arise. Annual refresher 

training ensures that our lifesavers are ready 

equipped with skills, knowledge and experience 

along with training both in the water and on the 

beach to safely patrol our beaches each sea-

son.  More awards and training require online  

components (known as E Learning) and the training 

team has assisted me throughout this season in  

ensuring that we are following the E Learning  

guidelines with all our courses we have undertaken.   

Natasha Spencer 

Director of Education 
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JUNIOR ACTIVITIES 

Warren Hodge 

 

DIRECTOR OF  

JUNIOR ACTIVITIES 

This season we made it very clear that 

the most important thing about  

Nippers on a Sunday is having fun 

and I believe that mission was  

accomplished. From a competitive 

perspective, it can hardly get any 

better – although our outstanding 

coaching team is aiming for it. Yellow 

and green squads; beach and water 

trained diligently and each individual 

improved and are better people 

(and athletes) for their efforts. We 

won branch!!!! There were great  

individual as well as team  

achievements. 

Nipper Numbers 

Some things to note: 

• Just 52.3% of this year’s Nippers  

returned from last year 

• About a third (34.2%) of Nippers 

were in the Mighty 67s 

• When you add in the U8s, it’s about 

a half (48.5%) in the youngest three 

age groups 

• Our 594 Nippers (up from 563 last 

year) from 410 families  

We continued to do important things 

in a great fashion: 

• Pre season camp. This year’s was  

better than ever 

• Water Safety – with big thanks to 

the navy of volunteers led by Simon 

Davis and Chris Sparkes for Sunday 

sessions and the many mostly  

parents for carnivals 

• Registration and admin – despite 

having to work with challenging 

systems, our registrar Kate Kelly did 

an amazing job with tremendous 

support from Lucy Russell and Madi 

Keene during the year.  

• Helen Crews and crew completed 

the carnival admin and Andrew 

Stuart remains the mightiest of  

resources powering so much in the 

background.  

• Coaching and training. We have 

the best on the northern beaches 

and arguably much of the NSW 

coast. 

 

We tried some new things: 

• We purchased boogie boards for 

the Mighty 67s to have some fun 

on waves - that’s a keeper 

• We ran a “Welcome to Summer  

Party” – massive success and set to 

be a calendar regular 

• A monthly newsletter, “Hodgie’s 

Bits”. This or similar needs to  

continue to enable communi-

cating about the club. 

• Hardly new, but we cooked a few 

sausages after Nippers with the 

aim of connecting families and 

Nippers many of whom tend to 

stay in their school groups 

• The “choose your own adventure” 

day when Nippers could select 

what activities they wanted and 

“Nippers v Nappers” were both 

great ideas, poorly executed. 

Worth revisiting with adaptions  

after some learnings. 

“Nippers on a 

Sunday is all 

about fun ” 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 

Age Group Girls Boys Total 

Under 6 46 52 89 

Under 7 49 56 105 

Under 8  50 35 85 

Under 9 32 59 90 

Under 10 29 39 68 

Under 11 19 26 45 

Under 12 27 18 45 

Under 13 15 16 31 

Under 14 16 19 25 

Totals 283 311 594 

We tried hard to get and listen to 

feedback and as part of proactively 

seeking ideas/issues we conducted 

formal surveys pre season and at the 

end. We did our best to act on all the 

information we could get and have 

identified things to improve moving 

ahead. 
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Already have some things planned to improve for next year 

• We feel we can do a much better job of welcoming new families and with so many new Nippers each 

year, it’s important to manage expectations. e.g. Mums and Dads are expected to contribute  

• We can get the rego process and early season information sharing much better – and mostly online 

• Make sure all who may want to take up the opportunity to attend a carnival to represent our club and 

enjoy an historic surf club tradition 

• Communication is complex and needs to be simple. There are lots of ways Nippers and their families can 

get involved and benefit more from their club membership and we need to make that easy 

• We need to make sure that we balance the focus of water and beach activities 

• We plan to skill up a large number of helpers to learn how to marshal, start and judge events at Sunday 

Nippers 

• In 2018-9 there were a very few who did a lot and we already have a committee nominated for the  

upcoming season. Get onboard! 

At the centre of Nippers is … Nippers! and we have a great bunch. We do a good job of recognising and  

celebrating participation and achievement and this year, we added a Nippers’ Nipper Award selected by the 

Nippers themselves for a great club person in their group. 

While I may have been the face of junior activities, the brains and busy hands belong to others. In my first year 

in a formal role with a surf club I had and still have so much to learn. I’m not sure if I should thank Andrew Stuart 

for persuading me to take up the role but I definitely need to acknowledge and thank him for always being my 

support and guide through some unchartered waters. Madi Keene is a very deserving recipient of the Club’s 

Honour Blazer for the most outstanding club member. Thanks Mads! 

There are two birds on our club logo which formally don’t represent anything. The birds fly in formation and I like 

to think one represents the club’s goal of saving lives and the other how NCCSLSC enriches lives and the  

community. Saving and enriching - and long may it continue. 

 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 

Warren Hodge 

Director of Junior Activities  
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SURF SPORTS 

Glenn Slater 

 

DIRECTOR OF  

SURF SPORTS 

I am proud to report that the North 

Curl Curl Surf Sports team, managed 

a highly credible 4th position (out of 

21 clubs) in the combined Northern 

Beaches Surf Lifesaving  

championships. Thanks to the  

outstanding efforts of our Nippers 

team who finished 1st (Manly LSC has 

not lost the pointscore in the past 20 

years) , Opens competitors 5th  

( moving up 3 places from last sea-

son) and Masters 8th  

(dropping 1 position from last season). 

We finished behind powerhouses 

Manly, Newport and then Freshwater 

who only beat us by 5 points. 

For the second year in a row our  

Nippers Surf Sports team came a  

fantastic 6th place in the NSW State 

Championships……only 25 points 

away from victory! 

NSW State Nipper Championships  - 

Club Pointscore 

1. Cooks Hill SLSC 173 

2. Newport SLSC 170 

3. Coogee SLSC (NSW) 168 

4. Swansea Belmont SLSC 159 

5. South Maroubra SLSC 153 

6. North Curl Curl SLSC 148 

7. Wanda SLSC Inc 139 

8. Elouera SLSC 124 

9. North Bondi SLSC 116 

10. Cronulla SLSC 103 

 

What was so pleasing about this result 

was that we showed individual and 

team strength in the water, winning or 

medalling 4 out of 5 Cameron Relays, 

our beach team achieved a number 

of finals and for the first time in many 

years we fielded 2 teams in the U12/

U13 Female 2-person R&R finishing 5th 

( Hannah Hodge & Anna Pardoen) 

and 6th (Emily Guberina & Macy  

Slater) in the final respectively. 

 

Not every Nipper is comfortable in the 

water, that’s why we are making a 

concerted effort to encourage more 

members to join our beach team and 

our Rescue & Resuscitation (R&R) 

teams.  

 

 

Our Nippers program provides a   

continual pipeline of “surf educated 

& capable” junior surf life savers with 

an increasing number eventually  

becoming fully-fledged surf life savers 

patrolling North Curl Curl beach. 

 

If it wasn’t for the Board of Directors 

strategic decision to continue to  

invest in our Nippers Surf Sports  

Program by funding some of the best 

Coaches in NSW, our club would not 

be in the position it is today – a club 

that continues to mix it with the best 

in the state and a club with a tremen-

dous family culture and spirit……a 

club where everybody is a  

somebody! 

 

My focus, as it has been for several 

years now, is to successfully transition 

our junior members into the senior  

patrolling and competition ranks, 

which if done right will ensure our 

Club’s long-term membership  

sustainability. We are achieving  

success in this area with in excess of 

20, U14’s members set to progress 

through to Seniors this season. 

 

I must call out Hodgie, Madi and the 

whole Junior Activities committee for 

the outstanding way they have led 

the overall Sunday Nippers  

program this past season, they have 

made massive steps forward it’s a 

pleasure to work with this team. 

 

“ A fantastic effort by 

all competitors, 

coaches, parents 

and officials involved 

with North Curly this  

season” 
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Elboz. Also a big thanks to Julia Higgs who delivered a 

fantastic session on preventative injury management 

and strength conditioning. And All the Water Safety 

Mums and Dads who kept everybody including  

themselves safe. 

Very positive feedback was received from  

participants and parents no doubt we can still  

improve this format and tweak again for next year. 

The Season in Review 

Pool Rescue  

Amelia Wegenaar started the Pool Rescue season off 

with a bang at the NSW Pool Rescue championships 

claiming the following results and earning selection in 

the State Pool Rescue team representing NSW at the 

Australian Pool Rescue Championships  

• Women 14 Year Olds 100 LC Meter U15 Manikin 

Tow Youth 

• 2nd  Wegenaar, Amelia 14 North Curl Curl SLSC 1 

• Women 14 Year Olds 100 LC Meter U15 Manikin 

Carry wf Youth 

• 2nd  Wegenaar, Amelia 14 North Curl Curl SLSC  

• Women 14 Year Olds 50 LC Meter U15 Freestyle  

• 3rd Wegenaar, Amelia 14 North Curl Curl SLSC 

• Women 14 Year Olds 50 LC Meter U15 Manikin  

3rd  Wegenaar, Amelia 14 North Curl Curl SLSC  

Highlights included; 

NSW State Championships – Pool Rescue Results  

Australian Pool Rescue Champions – SA Aquatic 

Amelia was a member of NSW’s record breaking U15 

Women’s Relay teams  

Development Camp – Blacksmiths  

In September we again held our Club Development 

Camp held at Blacksmiths beach, Newcastle. We 

had over 110 people attend with 70 plus participants 

ranging from 9 years of age to u17’s. Swansea  

Belmont SLSC were fantastic hosts. 

 

The sun was shining although a little fresh, the team 

participated in a variety of skills sessions and at  

Catherine Hill Bay and Blacksmiths beach. 

A lot of effort goes into the planning and execution of 

this event, special thanks to Patrice Clues and her 

team for organising all the food, (A massive thanks to 

all the parents who stepped in to make lunches and 

breakfasts) Andrew Stuart and David Jones, Also 

Coaches Michael Clues, Sean Davis, Glenn Coltman, 

Andrew Dennehy, Sophie McGovern and Jason  

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 

SURF SPORTS 
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Interbranch Team Representatives 

The following club members represented North Curl 

Curl with distinction at the 2018 Interbranch  

championships held at Blackhead Beach on the 

lower North Coast Branch, helping Sydney Northern 

Beaches win back to back Interbranch Titles; 

U12  

• Sam Higgs  

• Olivia Clues 

• Dominique Melbourn 

 

U13 

• Georgie Prowse 

 

U15 

• Isaac Crews 

 

U17 

• Maddy Wallace 

 

Opens 

• Sophie McGovern  

 

Surf Boats  

Our two most consistent crews were the U19  

Donkeys, swept by David Wymer and consisting of 

Sean, Max, Corey and Dylan and Team Honza 

swept by Roger Harris, including Truzzy, Mark A, and 

the Honza Twins. A big thanks as always to Howard 

Christie for always offering his coaching and  

sweeping experience to help our crews. 

Sydney Northern Beaches Branch Championship 

Results – Palm Beach  

Led by our Nippers, North Curl Curl finished a very  

credible 4th out of the 21 based peninsula clubs  

behind the powerful Newport, Manly and  

Freshwater Clubs.  

 

Our Nippers team was outstanding finishing a 1st in 

the Junior Point score.  

Led by our strong core group of U17 Girls (Charli 

Brown, Amelia Wegenaar, Maddy Wallace &  

Rebecca Harvey) supported by Keely in U19’s our 

Opens team finished 5th (improving from 8th) and our 

even smaller Master’s team of 6 competitors finished 

8th. 

Charli Brown created history being the first ever  

swimmer, male or female from NCC SLSC to win an 

Open Branch Swim title and she backed this up by 

also winning U17 Female and Iron Person. 

Our U19 and U17 Men’s (Lewis, Mitch, Oscar and  

Harry) combined for some good results in the U19 

Board and Taplin relays……… 

I was really proud of our U15 Girls led by Abi Milner, 

Maya Morris, Tara, Talia, Gabby and Hanneke  

Wegenaar (our 2km run specialist). They had a crack 

at every event possible and were right in the mix in 

the board relays and Cameron 

What about our U14/15 Female 2 person R&R team? 

In there first ever branch competition Georgia  

Hayward Smith and Lila Warhurst won a bronze  

medal. 

A massive thank you to Rhonda Lycett (Mona Vale 

SLSC) and Justine Hayward Smith for championing our 

R&R teams and devoting so many hours to coaching 

our kids. 

SURF SPORTS 
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SURF SPORTS 

Event Result Name 

Open Male Board Rescue  3 Harry Prowse / Mitchell Stuart 

Open Female Surf  1 Charli Brown 

Open Female Swim teams  2 Charli Brown/Amelia Wegenaar/Rebecca  

Harvey/Madeleine Wallace 

U19 Male Board Relay  2 Harry Prowse/Luke Milner/Mitchell Stuart 

U19 Female Swim  3 Keely Allsop 

U19 Female Taplin  3 Keely Allsop/Charlie Brown/Madeleine Wallace 

U19 Board  2 Keely Allsop 

U19 Board Rescue  2 Keely Allsop/Charli Brown 

U17 Female  1 Charli Brown 

U17 Female Ironwoman  1 Charli Brown 

U17 Female Swim teams  3 Charli Brown/Amelia Wegenaar/Rebecca 

Harvey/Madeleine Wallace 

U17 Female Taplin  3 Amelia Wegenaar/Rebecca Harvey/Charlie Brown 

U 15 Female Board Rescue  2 Tara Harvey/Talia Allsop 

U15 2km Run  1 Hanneke Wegenaar 

State Titles – Masters and Opens - Blacksmiths Beach, 

Swansea Belmont 

 

Opens  

• 5th - U14/15 Female 2 person R&R – Georgia  

Hayward Smith and Lila Warhurst 

• 6th - U17 Female Board Rescue – Charli Brown & 

Madeline Wallace  

• Finalist in U15 Swim, Board and Iron - Isaac Crews  

 

Masters  

• 1st 55-59 – 2km Run – Andrew Stuart  

• 3rd 55-59 Beach Sprint – Andrew Stuart  

• 3rd 60-64 Beach Sprint – Steve Atkins 

• 2nd 60-64 Beach Flags – Steve Atkins  

 

Aussie Titles –  North Burleigh Head and Broad Beach  

A small but dedicated team of competitors  

represented NCCSLSC at Aussies 2018 held at North 

Burleigh and Broad Beach in the first week of April 

2019. 

 

We had 6 competitors contest the Youth  

Championships: 
 

Georgia and Lila in R&R, Abigail Milner, Tara Harvey 

and Henneke Wegenaar in U14 /U15 Female and Isaac 

Crews in U15 Male events. 

 

All represented NCC with distinction with highlights be-

ing: 

 

• 4th  - U14 Female 2km Run – Henneke Wegenaar 

• 4th – U15 Male 2km Swim & Iron Man Finalist– Isaac 

Crews 

 

Opens Championships 

 

Again a small contingent making lots of finals in the 

U17’s Female area – highlights being: 

 

• 10th U19 Double Ski Final – Nicci Vesely and  

Amelia Wegenaar 

• U17 Female Taplin Final – Nicci Vesely, Madeleine 

Wallace & Rebecca Harvey 

• U17 Ski -Relay Final - Nicci Vesely, Amelia  

Wegenaar & Rebecca Harvey 

• U17 Female Ski Final – Nicci Vesely 

• U17 Female Board – Semi final – Rebecca Harvey  
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The surf was huge at Broadbeach so the U17 events 

were all moved to North Kirra Beach much to the 

delight of our girls. 

 

The U19 Boys Lewis Milner and Mitch Stuart joined  

forces with Michael Jones to contest the open 

Board and Ski Relays, copping a battering in the big 

waves.  Highlights – Lewis’s bomb wave in the U19 

ski from the back of the ski cans and Mitch and 

Lewis combining to hold another massive wave in 

the U19 double ski. 

 

Boat Crew Highlights 

• Donkeys – U19 Boat Crew – quarter finalists 

• Opens Men’s Reserve Crew – 2nd round 

Masters Highlights 

• Andrew Stuart – 1st Men’s – 55-59 2km Beach run  

Annual Club Awards   

This year the Whakatane Trophy for the  

“Most Outstanding Carnival Competitor “of the year 

award was shared by Henneke Wegenaar and Isaac 

Crews to recognise their outstanding achievements in 

the Australian Youth Titles 

The Ian Fairlie Trophy awarded for the Most  

Outstanding Master’s Competitors” of the year went 

to Andrew Stuart Highlights for Andrew included his 

victory in 55-59 Men’s 2km run beach.  

Sunday Events  

On the second Sunday of every month we have been 

holding our Sunday Club races. This seemed to work 

well with an increase in numbers, a big thanks to Wiz 

for coordinating. 

Patrol 10 ended up being the winner of the Sunday 

events point score and Nathan Johnston was  

awarded the “most consistent” Sunday competitor. 

Many hands…………… “Thanks” 

It takes so many people to make a team and we are 

lucky at North Curl Curl to have a fantastic bunch of 

coaches, officials, IRB support, water-safety, first aiders 

and helpers.  

A BIG THANKS to the following; 

COACHES:  Veronica Lowe, Sophie McGovern,  

Michael Clues, Andrew Dennehy, Sean Davis, Jason 

Elboz, Hayley Sparkes, Tony Williams, Glenn Coltman. 

Sweeps; Howard Christie, Roger Harris, David Wymer,  

OFFICIALS: Louis Tassone, Clare Hagon, Jim Gagen, 

Julie Harvey, Andrew Stuart  

IRB: Kurt Wegenaar, David Jones, Michael Jones,  

Justine Hayward Smith, Steve Atkins ,Andrew Brodie 

WATER SAFTY David Harvey, Simon Prowse 

TRAILERS & TENTS: Clay Melbourne, Scott Bradley,  

David Jones, Andrew Stuart, David Wymer and Roger 

Harris  

Apologies If I have missed anyone…we are lucky to 

have so many contributors! 

None of our competitors could race at the  

championships without the assistance of those  

mentioned above. 

All the activities outlined so far would not have been 

achieved without the tremendous support of the 

North Curl Curl SLSC Board of Directors and the Junior 

Activities Support.  

SURF SPORTS 

Glenn Slater 

Director of Surf Sports  
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MEMBER SERVICES 

The Member Services role was a  

collaborative effort this season, our 

motivation, to create an inclusive,  

welcoming environment for club 

members, friends and the local  

community. 

To achieve this we were determined 

to provide a consistent quality of  

beverage offerings at the usual very 

reasonable club pricing. To this end, 

we have built a relationship with Steve 

and his team from Molly’s Cradle 

Wines to supply all our wine, which we 

believe has been well received. 

To complement the bar offerings, Aldo 

and his Bistro Team again provided 

their excellent quality meals, this  

beverage and food combination has 

formed a great platform to  

encourage return patronage.  

Entertainment was another other key 

component in our strategy, we  

wanted to take greater advantage of 

the club’s location and facilities, the 

location is world class and the club is 

an underutilised community facility. 

Our focus is to provide a platform for 

local artists, providing them the  

opportunity to perform in front of rea-

sonable crowds in a relaxed atmos-

phere. 

 

We have developed a relationship 

with Ben and Debra who run the  

Evergreen Music School in Brookvale. 

The Evergreen Collective (12 piece 

band) provided an awesome show 

during the season filling the club, and 

they backed up again with a 4 piece 

band putting on great show at the 

presentation night, plus we’ve been 

entertained by a number of local  

artists and are keen to grow this as-

pect of the club. 

Member Services is a responsible for 

running the annual Golf Day, which 

along with the 3-Points is one of the 

clubs major fundraising events. This 

season’s event, proudly sponsored by 

VIVID, was held at Long Reef GC. We 

managed to attract just shy of a full 

field, around 135 players, with 

everyone enjoying a great day out, 

on the course with the Ambrose Event, 

followed by lunch, horse races,  

copious amount of refreshments and 

plenty of laughs. 

Importantly, the day was a big  

success financially, details in the  

Treasurer’s report, with all bags of cash 

accounted for from the various  

fundraising activities throughout the 

day. 

The club is also finalising an upgrade 

to the liquor licence from restricted to 

full licence, which is exciting as it  

provides enormous potential for the 

club to expand in a number of areas. 

We’ve learned plenty in our first  

season in the role and look forward to 

using those learnings to build on what 

we believe was a very successful first 

season.  

 

“Member Services 

role was a  

collaborative effort 

this season” 

David Quinn 

 

DIRECTOR OF  

MEMBER SERVICES 

North Curl Curl SLSC Annual Report 2018/2019 

David Quinn  

Director Member Services 
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MARKETING & SPONSORSHIP 

North Curl Curl SLSC has been 

fortunate over a number of years 

now to have a core group of 

sponsors that continue to provide 

generous financial support to the 

club. And it is through their generosity 

and ongoing assistance that we as a 

club are able to continue to provide 

a valued  service to the local 

community, be it the vigilant and 

dedicated surf lifesaving patrols that 

watch over our beach and the many 

visitors that it attracts, or the various 

programs we are engaged in to 

develop the next generation of surf 

lifesavers.  

Freshwater Community Bank is one 

such sponsor. For more than 10 years 

now, this local business has been 

without doubt our most loyal partner. 

Their support of not only our club, but 

our neighbours at South Curl Curl 

SLSC and Freshwater SLSC, is a 

testament to their commitment to surf 

lifesaving in the local area. It is a 

shining example of how local 

businesses can partner with local 

organisations who have common 

goals in looking after the local 

community.  

Sandra Kleiner and her team are no 

strangers to Surf Lifesaving, with many 

of them being involved in the 

movement at various levels. Sandra’s 

daughter Monique is a patrolling 

member of our club and came 

through our Nippers program. David 

Irvine who is a director of the bank, is 

also a patrolling member of our club, 

and this year was voted the Best 

Patrol Person on his patrol and is a 

valued member of our patrol roster.  

As a part of our partnership, continue 

to deliver Community CPR courses, 

along with South Curl Curl SLSC and 

Freshwater SLSC, we which are free to 

the public, and are supported and 

promoted by the Bank.   

As a result of the financial assistance 

provided by Freshwater Community 

Bank, this year the club 

commissioned a new purpose-built 

equipment trailer which is used by our 

patrols to carry the various pieces of 

equipment and surf lifesaving gear 

onto the beach for each patrol. This is 

a welcome addition to the club’s 

array of patrol hardware and has 

been much appreciated by those 

that have to set up (and pack up) 

the beach every weekend of the 

patrol season.  

We look forward to continuing our 

long-term partnership with the 

Freshwater Community Bank.  

Dee Why RSL once again provided 

the club with significant financial 

support this year, through their Housie 

program. The RSL is another 

organisation that has a strong 

connection with surf lifesaving, 

supporting other local clubs and also 

the Sydney Northern Beaches Branch, 

who sport the Dee Why RSL logo on 

the duty cars that run the length of 

the northern beaches in support of 

the branch’s 21 surf clubs. We look 

forward to the continued support of 

Graeme Liddell and his team. 

It has been 5 years since the club first 

connected with the Nine Network as 

one of a small number of surf 

lifesaving clubs that they wanted to 

get involved with. Ever since then 

they have continued to provide great 

support to North Curl Curl SLSC, not 

only with financial support, but also 

sending their team down to North 

Curly with various activations at club 

events such as the 3 Points Challenge 

and the Hydrathon. We look forward 

to continuing this partnership in the 

new year. 

Scott Agnew has long ties with our 

surf club and was once on the board 

as the Director of Marketing. His late 

father Rob Agnew was a life member 

of the club, and the club president for 

some years. So as Managing Director 

of Vivid Property Services, it is 

probably no surprise that he has 

continued to be a major sponsor of 

the club through his company. Vivid 

Property Services initial support was as 

a naming rights sponsor of the 3 

Points Challenge event for six years, 

but this has now changed to a 

sponsorship arrangement, which 

continues to provide the club 

tremendous benefit.    

Louis Tassone 
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“We are fortunate to 

have a core group 

of sponsors that  

continue to provide 

generous  financial 

support“ 



SpeedGas has assisted the club in various ways over 

the years, mainly with the supply of gases for our 

kitchen and bar. This year they increased their 

involvement by becoming full sponsors, so we have to 

thank Tim Brown and his team for their expanded 

support of the club.   

Through a SLSSNB Branch initiated sponsorship 

arrangement, URM continued to provide the club 

with our waste management service. Every week 

URM take care of the removal of all the club’s rubbish 

and recycling, as part of a deal that extends to all of 

the 21 branch surf lifesaving clubs. This eliminates a 

significant cost to the club which would otherwise 

have to pay for this regular service.  

Our Nippers have continued to be well looked after 

by Shane Howison and Curl Curl Plumbing. As one 

area of the club where we have many programs and 

some significant costs, Curl Curl Plumbing’s support 

has been very much appreciated over the past 

number of years.  

Local orthodontist Ian Westmore has been another 

great support of the Nippers, and he once again was 

on board as a sponsor. 

This year we saw a changing of the guards as far as 

the 3 Points Challenge & Ocean Swim was 

concerned, with True Protein coming onboard as the 

new naming rights sponsor for the event. As well as 

financial sponsorship, they provided significant 

investment in the event, including the supply of new 

swim buoys for the course, flags for livery on the 

beach, crew T-Shirts for the many volunteers that ran 

the event, as well as prizes for the competitors. With 

the expansion of this year’s event to include the True 

Paddlers Challenge for stand-up paddle boarders, 

ocean skis racers and prone board paddlers, True 

Protein’s support both in the lead up to the event and 

on the day ensured it was a success.  

The 3 Points Challenge has been and continues to be 

the biggest fund raiser for the club, and this year was 

no different. Just to make running the event more of a 

challenge, as well as adding the True Paddlers 

Challenge, we ran the Cure Brain Cancer Quarter 

Mile Ocean Swim in support of this great cause, and 

then when done, also ran the Nippers Hydrothon. 

Glenn Slater and his event organising team had their 

work cut out to fit it all in, but once again with the 

support of 120 plus club members, the day was a 

great success. We also have to thank Fit4Dreams for 

their support of the 3 Points Challenge and Sportswell 

for running the Hydrothon.  

Our annual Gold Day was another great fund raiser 

for the club, and we have to thank a number of 

sponsors that supported the day, including Vivid 

Property Services and Coltman building services 

Throughout the year we have had been very active 

with our social media platforms, providing everyone 

updates on all the events and achievements of the 

club and of its members, as well as delivering 

marketing messages for the various club events held 

throughout the season. This can be a very 

challenging task, given the amount of effort and 

activity in this space, and we must thank Lucy Russell, 

who has been our prime social media coordinator 

throughout the year.   

This year has been a challenging time for the club 

with our Director of Marketing Danni Petkovic being 

unavailable for an extended period through the year 

due to health concerns. We wish Danni all the best as 

she continues her recuperation and full recovery. In 

lieu of her full availability, we have been fortunate to 

have the assistance and support of Lucy and also 

Frederic Leforestier who stepped in to assist Danni late 

last year with our sponsorship and marketing activities. 

We thank them both for their help in continuing to 

deliver this important portfolio for the club.     
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

This was my first season in this role and as a board member. I also started this 

season as Junior Activities Coordinator after a hand over from Andrew Stuart, 

and have also been running core strength sessions twice a week before board 

training, both of which have tied in well with the Youth Role in terms of getting 

to know the future ‘Youth’ members and their siblings, some of whom will be 

coming through next season. 

Prior to starting the role, I spoke at length with Avalon SLSC as they have been 

noted and won awards for their youth initiatives at the club. I also spoke with 

Dave Wymer and Glenn Slater to get a better understanding of the youth 

pathways and opportunities that were currently in place at the club. 

My first step was to get a better understanding of exactly what it was they 

youth members were looking for from the club, a kind of youth member wish 

list ! So I invited youth members to attend a workshop with a 2 fold objective : 1. 

So I could get to know them better and vice versa 2. To understand their needs 

and wants.  This was helped facilitated by Saul Brown, former President of Palm 

Beach SLSC and corporate facilitator. 

 

By empowering the youth to speak up, be listened to and items actioned I 

hope to build a trusting relationship with the group. Some items that were 

actioned were : 

• Access to drinking water 

• Access to hot showers and other areas of the club via key fob. 

• Better Wi-Fi. 

• Youth evenings so they have an place to ‘hang out’ socially at the club 

outside of training or patrol hours. 

Social events 

Our club had been granted 30 volunteer patrol opportunities at Wet n Wild in 

February, where SRC + members had the chance to earn patrol hours at Wet n 

Wild on a specific date and then enjoy the rest of the day at their leisure .  I 

arranged for a bus to pick up /drop off from  the club and we had 30+ 

volunteers in attendance.  We were commended by the organising staff on our 

assistance and enthusiasm with the nippers.  This was a great trip and feedback 

from parents and youth was very positive.  Unfortunately this opportunity is no 

longer being run by Wet n Wild but I intend on running similar outing socially for 

the group next season. 

Late in the season I organised with the help of Dylan Passarinho, the assistant 

youth director and youth member himself, monthly youth evenings.  This 

included the purchase of a table tennis table, bean bags and set up of the T V 

The first Saturday of each month for the last 3 months the youth evenings have 

run from 4.30pm til 8.30pm.  This is an opportunity for the all youth  

Julia Higgs 

 

DIRECTOR OF 

YOUTH  
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

members 14+ to spend some social time together.  A code of conduct 

was drawn up and signed by each attendee as was a sign in / out 

sheet. There has been consistent numbers in attendance around 10-15 

people. A special thanks goes to Dylan and Alex Wye for their support in 

their presence at the evenings and help with communication. 

Everything so far to date has been positive and well received , with the 

only ongoing issue being that of communication which we are currently 

resolving via WhatsApp / emails and Facebook. 

In April we launched a new initiative named The Huston Award-  with 

help from the  financial contribution made from Life Member John 

Huston. 

We created a sub committee with John Huston, Stuart Wye, Alex Wye 

and myself as the interviewing panel for candidates.  The intention of 

the award is to acknowledge and support outstanding youth members 

who have contributed considerably towards the club, volunteer work 

outside of the club, and who show promise and ambition upon leaving 

school.  It is intended for school leavers to help them towards further 

education / apprenticeship / upskilling and/or finding a job in their 

chosen field. The award is to the value of $5,000. We had 6 applicants, 

of which 2 candidates were outstanding, so after some discussion it was 

decided at the discretion of John Huston to present the award to 2 

candidates Dylan and Sophie, both who are leaving school this year.  

It’s worth noting that all candidates had to prepare a resume and 

covering letter along with references. All applicants were of a very 

strong calibre and the selection panel were very impressed with the 

standard.   

I believe the process of preparing a CV, applying and then conducting 

themselves through an interview process with a panel to present to gives 

them a hands on real life experience to prepare them for life outside of 

school. The successful candidates were informed and awarded the 

cheques at the clubs Award Presentation Night which created quite a 

bit of anticipation and excitement!  This is something that we will open to 

applicants annually. 

I look forward to next season and building a stronger youth community.  
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Members, once again, it is my  

pleasure to present to you the  

Financial Statements for the North 

Curl Curl Surf Club for the financial 

year 2019 (period 1 May 2018 to 30 

April 2019). 

 

Overall the financial results for the 

year were once again positive and 

comparable with past seasons, this 

despite some significant increases in 

overhead costs associated with the 

club’s operations and changes to  

key board positions.  

 

The transition to a more modern and 

integrated financial and reporting 

system also continues to move for-

ward with the introduction of Vend, 

Point of Sale System, to the bar oper-

ations to capture transactions which 

link through to the Xero financial 

ledger. 

 

Despite the increased costs of opera-

tions, I am pleased to report that the 

Club posted a net profit for the year 

of $20,939 after allowing for Depreci-

ation and Amortization of the clubs 

Fixed Assets of $86,525. (This is down 

from $69,303 from the same period 

last year, noted increase to over-

heads). The club’s total income from 

all sources for the year at $500,150 

increased by 10% or $51,907 for the 

same period last year. 

The cash position for the club despite 

being marginally down when  

compared to last year at $215,314, 

when combined with large debtors 

(or monies owed to the club), a  

majority of which was paid in May/

June meant that the cash position 

remained strong and overall balance 

sheet equity was enhanced by 

$21,000 in the 2019 season. 

 

As you are no doubt aware, much of 

the club’s income and resulting  

positive cash inflows is as a direct  

result of sustained fund-raising  

activities of Members as well as the 

support of our Donors and Sponsors. A 

big shout out to all those members 

and the community for the efforts 

and contributions this year. Without 

your help and the kind assistance  

provided, both financial and other-

wise, we would not be able to  

function at current levels and offer so 

much to the community and our 

members, both on and off the 

beach.  

 

 

 

 

“The financial results 

for the year were  

solid” 
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A full break down of income generating activities 

and contributions of these activities to the clubs prof-

its is outlined in the accounts and includes: 

 

• The 3 Points Challenge, Paddle and Ocean 

Swim which generated $43,345 in income and 

$16,373 in profits  

• The Annual Golf Day, which saw a significant 

turnaround in revenue $21,819 from $6,709 2018 

and profit of $14,353.  

• Social activities and functions which generated 

an impressive $109,617 in revenue with profits of 

$52,183, significantly up on the result from last 

season. 

 

The year also saw the continued expansion of social 

activities and functions at the club with regular  

functions and bands showcasing what the local 

community has to offer. This proved to be the years 

standout and a great success and despite some 

challenges from the weather gods for the big band 

night. 

 

A big thank you to all those whose efforts and  

contributions led to the beforementioned income 

and profits including, Chris Sparkes and David Quinn 

who managed the bar operations and Golf Day this 

year, Dave Wymer, Glenn Slater, Louise Tassone and 

the usual suspects who worked tirelessly to help with 

all of the above making them a success and  

positively contributing to the clubs revenues. 

  

Hall revenue decreased in the year but despite this 

decrease still generated some $24,000 income. A 

recent review of the hall hire marketing and  

bookings processes and procedures should see this 

income and profits turn around in the 2020 season 

with early season and regular bookings showing  

positive increases. 

  

Sponsorships, Donations and Grants this financial 

year totaled $136,425 which is fantastic result  

considering the marketing team experiencing some  

unexpected challenges with the resignation of  

Danny from the board due to personal reasons.  

 

All money received is once again greatly  

appreciated. We make special mention of these 

benefactors including:  

 

• John Huston  

• David Jones and Family  

• The Nine Network (Nine Entertainment) 

• Bendigo Bank Freshwater 

• Curl Curl Plumbing 

• Vivid Property Services  

• Ian Westmore Dentistry  

• Speed Gas 

• The Cool Cats 

• Dee Why RSL 

• Navwealth Financial Group 

• Coltman Constructions 

I do apologies if I have overlooked anyone for a  

special mention as the list is quite extensive.  

 

On behalf of all members we thank you, for your  

generosity and support for the Club, none of us take  

lightly the magnitude of your support. 

 

Finally, the Clothing Department pretty much  

single handedly carried by Vic Howell for the 2019 

season. A big thank you to Vic and Ann Allsop for the 

years’ work, a difficult and thankless task in managing 

the “fashion” expectations of members at an  

affordable price. 

 

In closing as another year passes, I want to once 

again personally thank the Board and Sub  

Committee (Colin Wilson and Elly - Eri Kinoshita) for all 

their efforts, support and tireless work during the year. 

We are all volunteers trying to manage the  

challenges of family, work and life.  

 

 

Well done all for what was season 2018/2019. 

 

Simon Prowse  

Director of Finance 
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Historian Report  

The origin of the Whakatane trophy  

Many club members have asked me over the years 

about the Whakatane trophy, When did it start and 

why? 

In 1955,  five club members including life member and 

past president Abby Hudson, traveled over to  

New Zealand on a working holiday, spending time on 

the North East side, of the North Island in a town called 

Whakatane, at the local surf club where many  friend-

ships were formed. Many years after returning from their 

trip to New Zealand, the North Curl Curl members had 

the  privilege of hosting 12 members from the Wha-

katane Surf Life Saving Club. During their stay at North 

Curl Curl, the 12 Whakatane members were made hon-

orary members of North Curl Curl SLSC. Upon accepting 

their honorary  membership, the Whakatane members 

presented North Curl Curl with a trophy that had been 

created from a native Maori carving. At the time it was 

decided that this special trophy would be presented to 

the best North Curl Curl competitor each year and 

would be know as the Whakatane Trophy. This prestig-

ious award has been presented to the best competitor 

ever since.  

 

The History of the North Curl Curl SLSC 

Baths 

Lots of questions have been asked about the rock pool 

on Dee Why headland which we know as the North Curl 

Curl SLSC Baths. 

The original baths were built in 1936-1937 at a cost of 

four hundred pounds. In 1947 these baths were  

demolished by very heavy seas. Following this the  

second pool was constructed on 1957. 

In 1962 the winter swimming club now known as the 

North Curl Curl Cool Cats was formed and used the 

pool for their events. 

In 1978 the walls and tops of the pool were raised and 

the wooden walkway demolished and replaced with a 

new walkway allowing for easy access between the 

beach and the pool. In recent years another heavy sea 

destroyed the walkway and dislodged a very large 

boulder that ended up in the pool itself.  

The pool recently turned 80 years old and during it’s  

existence it has been witness to many happy and some 

tragic events. 
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